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The architectural design process may include imaginary inhabitation of the conceived space.            
However, this cognitive and embodied effort is often replaced by computer-aided modelling and reduced to               
visual images and sterile geometries. The presented doctoral research develops bodily movement practices             
which emphasise the moment of imaginary inhabitation in order to relate the designed space to architect’s                
own body and by doing so to infuse it with poetic, existential and humane qualities, as advocated for by                   1

thinkers such as Gaston Bachelard, Juhani Pallasmaa or Alberto Pérez-Gómez.  
Experimental psychological studies show, that a heightened bodily self-consciousness enhances the           

perception of the environment . How can this correlation be consciously and effectively applied in              2

architectural practice? Imaginary inhabitation is a competence which involves both embodied and mental             
processes. It includes spatial perceiving, remembering, imagining and shaping. Followed by methodological            
translation of those experiences through media of language and drawing they can converge into an               
architectural design. In its current state, this research seeks to hurdle the transition from imaginary               
wandering to analytic choice making. The aim of the research is a ready-to-use design toolkit for immersive,                 
aesthetic design practice and sensually elaborated architecture.  

The study’s interdisciplinary framework draws from body-oriented architectural theory         
(Einfühlungsästhetik , phenomenology , perception psychology ) and post-Laban somatic movement        3 4 5

methods, such as Body-Mind Centering . This study investigates the reduction of a spatial experience to a                6

bodily felt phenomena —a method used in both somatics and phenomenological analysis. It also discusses,              7

how the tacit knowledge of the body sensing and feeling itself correlates with explicit knowledge about its                 
near environment. In this sense, it is an educational approach, which is currently being developed and tested                 
within a university experimental design seminar.  

Somatics, as a field of corporeal practices and methods which mostly developed throughout the 20th               
century, seeks to heighten bodily self-consciousness and relate the body-mind to the environment, by means               
of perception training (cf. Neutra’s similar concept in architecture ) and particularly through the focus on               8 9

kinaesthetic and proprioceptive experiences of the practitioner.  
Besides spoken word—the introduction to and instructions for the imagination practice, this            

performance lecture will include presenter’s moving body and a projection of the visual documentation of               
similar previous practices. This presentation is open for audience participation through contemplation of             
one’s own kinetic responses or active movement. 
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